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Architect: Michiel Brinkman
Location: Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Date: 1919 - 1921
Building Type: Multi-Family Housing
Construction System: Load bearing masonry and precast concrete
Context: Urban
Style: Modern
Site Plan

3. Ground-floor plan
1: Entrance to courtyard
2: Stairs to upper floors
3: Private gardens
4: Shared gardens and playground
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Floor Plans

1. Third-floor plan
2. Second-floor plan
3. First-floor plan
4. Ground-floor plan

1. Entrance/hall
2. Kitchen
3. Storage
4. Living room
5. Bedroom
6. Balcony
7. Access balcony
8. Loggia
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New Housing Department under the socialist government; run by August Plane

Spangen Quarter- the first project developed under the new housing department
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Many socio-economically deprived neighbourhoods
Historically poor area
Many immigrants
Spangen Quarter is on the northwest fringe of the city
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The Residents

Near a harbour; labour workers
First residents were carefully chosen to live in the project due to it’s “radical form and social intent”

Criteria for residency combined:  - income (cost was relatively high)
                                  - political affiliation
                                  - family stability
                                  - progressiveness

Presently a low cost residency
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Two blocks on the Spangen poldor
Residential four storey apartment complex
264 apartments
Open concrete gallery on third floor
Perimeter and central units that form two interior courtyards
Uniform blocks opposed to a picturesque urban landscape
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Access to the dwellings made from the semi-private courtyards
The first and second levels are accessible directly from the ground
Access to upper units granted by the shared gallery space on the third floor
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The size and sill height of windows were designed to maximize natural lighting, ventilation and access to solar heat.

The site is longitudinal to the north-south axis. Therefore, opening the interior and increasing the depth of the blocks made more natural light and solar access available.

The building is also insulated to the highest standards as a passive heating system.

Walls facing the courtyards have been painted white to reflect light. Direct sunlight into south facing walls created through sufficient spacing between each row of units.
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After restoration, the original aluminum door and window frames have been replaced with wooden reconstructions, with the same glazing pattern, however incorporating CO2-based ventilation grilles.

An indoor O2 concentration demand control system enables a healthy indoor climate thus preventing heat loss.

The courtyards promote air flow between the unit blocks.
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Solar Shading

Use of overhanging gallery to shade lower level apartments
Trees and other greenery used as passive shading devices
Balconies set back so that the roof overhangs them, creating a shaded zone
Smaller windows on higher levels
Would function better in a hot-arid climate (courtyard, shading strategies)
Could use larger windows with shading devices (such as horizontal louvers) to accommodate for winter conditions
Use of concrete and masonry creates and excellent thermal mass for the building
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Dense configurations of perimeter enclosure with vault entries
Central shared bathhouse
Semi-Private courtyards
Each resident has their own private door to the street whether it be to the ground of the raised street condition created by the gallery
Back of building turned to street creating the sense of a miniature city within the complex
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Community Spaces

Two Green Courtyards

‘Above the Street’; a gallery space that borders the front of the upstairs apartments that varies from 2.3 to 3.3m wide run over 1000 meters

The opened perimeter provides places for meetings

The gallery acts as a second street to unify the occupants

Central bath house

The enclosed community space allows children to have outdoor activities under neighbour’s surveillance
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The original design of the building soon lagged behind contemporary living standards

During the 1980s, small apartments were merged into large ones with independent installations

The central bath and utilities then loses their roles

The complex was then painted in mineral paint, which later deteriorated

The low quality window frames also caused the appearance of the building to look shabby
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Solutions to Sustainable Neighbourhood Issues

In 2012, the restoration of the Spangen Quarter provided better insulation and heating systems to meet current living conditions. It currently requires minimal energy consumption and is now resource-efficient in terms of limiting the waste of environmental resources. The original aesthetics and integration of private and common spaces remains untouched thus strengthening the heritage of Dutch architecture.
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